
Using materials of Vray/Blender.

Hi gang! One more tutorial, or better, a fast guide, by Victor Phellipe. Here you will 
learn of how to use the Vray materials avaible on my Blog. Without further loss of time, come 
on. 

Importing the material.
1. To be possible the use of the material, is need to have it in the file that you using. For 

that, press Shift + F1 and locate the .blend file of the material.

2. When you click on the file, a list with some names will appear. Look for Material.
3. A new list will go appear, but this time, with the materials on the .blend file. Look for 

VMP.
Right, now we can apply the material.

Applying the material.
Unfortunately,  the  script  doesn't  support  procedurals  and  images  without  UV... 

Unfortunately. So, if you goes use any material, be sure of the UV on your mesh!
1. Selecione sua mesh e vá ao painel Shading (F5) e depois ao Material Buttons. Clique 

no botão ao lado de Add new, que pode ser identificado com duas setinhas, e procure 
pelo material importado, no caso,  VMP.  Select your mesh e go to the  Shading tab 
(F5) and later Material Buttons. Click on the botton next to Add new and look for the 
imported material, in this case,  VMP.

2. Don't forget of the UV on your mesh!
3. Check if the directory of the textures is the same local of the textures on your HD.

Now we can render, right? NO! Not is this case. Some materials have displacement and 
if you won't set it correctly the result of the material is gonna be very strange. Not exist a ideal 
value for every scene because the sizes won't is the same, so is need to make some tests 
before to make the final  render.  But you can try decimal  or  centesimal  values for  it,  if  1 
Blender unit = 1 meter.
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